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1 Introduction

This configuration document provides all the necessary information used in the research
study of Intent classification. The implementation was carried out on a standard laptop.
This manual provides the instructions to replicate the thesis work step by step. All the
artifacts attached along with the report are explained here. This manual covers code
snippets from data collection, model building, experiments, and result evaluation.

2 Specification Details

2.1 Hardware Specification

The research was performed on a standard personal laptop, MacBook Air. The device
specifications are given below in figure Figure 1.

Figure 1: Device Specification
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2.2 Software Specification

All the code artefacts were written in python language and run using Google Collab. The
data collected was stored on Gdrive. The collab uses its own cloud server to execute the
code and the collab notebooks are stored on Gdrive. The collab specifications are given
below in the figure.
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Figure 2: Google Collabe Specification
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3 Data Collection

This research made use of an intent classification dataset created by Larson et al. (2019).
This dataset contains data .JSON file. The dataset consists of user text queries and
intents. The dataset is available at the below-mentioned link. The size of the dataset is
2.5MB.

CLINC Dataset : https://aclanthology.org/D19-1131/
The dataset was uploaded on Gdrive to be used in code. To mount the GDrive on

collab following code was used.

4 Exploratory Data Analysis

The code for exploratory Data Analysis is given in artefact ’RIC DATA EDA Preprocessing.ipynb’.
The .Json file was imported into the Collab notebook. Required python libraries to

perform the exploratory data analysis were loaded. The JSON data was stored in train
and test dataframes. The below figure shows the required python library.

Figure 3: Required Libraries
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The number of records in each dataframe are printed below.

There were 150 unique intents in the train and test dataframe. The training dataset
had 100 records per intent wherein the test data had 30 records.

(a) Train Data (b) Test Data

A wordcloud of the input text was plotted using Wordcloud library. It highlighted
significant data points from text. The plotted wordcloud is given below.
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The dataset was checked for occurrence of Email , URL, any mentions, any special
character. The results are given below.

Bigrams are two words when used together create a distinct meaning. Similarly,
trigrams are three words that create a distinct meaning when used together. The below
two figures shows the Bigrams and Trigrams calculated from the training dataset.
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Figure 5: Bigrams

Figure 6: Trigrams

5 Data Preprocessing

The code for data preprocessing is given in artefact ’RIC DATA EDA Preprocessing.ipynb’.
Text pre-processing was done using existing python libraries. The text data was clean,

processed, and made ready for modeling. The steps followed and the code required to
perform the steps are mentioned below. The output of these steps is given at the end.

5.1 Punctuation Removal

As observed in text analysis, one of the records contains a hashtag. To get rid of the
symbols following code was executed.
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Figure 7: Code for Punctuation Removal

5.2 Lower Casing

The user query text for correctly classifying intent was first pre-processed by converting
it in lower case. The function used here was str.lower()

Figure 8: Code to Lower Case the text

5.3 Stop Word Removal

The stop words are low information words e,g ‘a’, ’an’, ‘the’. These are commonly used
words in a language. The removal of additional low information words allows focusing on
important words. A predefined list of stopwords is available or it can also be customized.
The function to remove the stop word is given below.

Figure 9: Code to Remove the stop word
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5.4 Tokenisation

This process splits the text into tokens by a set of rules. The BERT tokenizer was
downloaded from the library and further used to tokenize, mask and padding. The code
and the results are mentioned below. This was taken care before training the model

Figure 10: Code for Tokeniser

5.5 Data Split

The training data was split into different files based on the number of records. The below
function was created to split the data as per choice and save the data in a different folder
on GDrive. This would be used while implementation. Test file was added to all the
folders.
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Figure 11: Function to split the data
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Figure 12: New data folders

6 Model Implementation

This section refers the artefact ’RIC BERT GAN Model.ipynb’
The intent classification model was built using the following steps. The code used the

Pytorch library to implement the BERT and GAN model. The ”bert-base-cased” model
was used in the implementation. It uses the data from the different GDrive folders to
carry out different experiments which were mentioned in an earlier section. The training
data was built using data loader defined here which takes care of tokenization. Once the
model is trained, evaluation steps were executed to learn about the model’s performance.
The training step was repeated for every experiment and test data was evaluated.

1. Import all the required libraries. Required version of transformers==4.3.2
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2. Check if the GPU is available
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3. Below code set the parameter values required for a model such as the number of
hidden layers in the generator, and discriminator, dropout rate. It also sets the
path for input data.

4. Import the training data (labeled and unlabeled) and test data and convert them
into examples using the below-mentioned function.
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5. Create a list of unique intents from the labeled examples and intent ’UNK UNK’
at the end to represent unlabeled examples

6. Create a label map where each intent is numbered.
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7. Download the pre-trained BERT model and its tokenizer

8. Create a dataloader function that takes training and test data as input and intent
map. This dataloader creates a vector representation of all the records making
them ready for training and testing
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9. Below code snipped converts training and test dataset to tensor dataset.
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10. Define the generator and discriminator. The generator creates fake data and dis-
criminator classifies the intent.
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11. Below step imports the config file which was required to get the vector dimension.
It also initialised the generator and discriminator class

12. The configured components are given below.
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13. Define the optimizer and the scheduler which helps to improve the performance of
the model.

14. The below code block trains the model and performs model evaluation on test
dataset.
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15. The below code prints the performance achieved after each epoch.

16. Classification matrix was calculated with below code.

17. Classification report was given by below code.
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